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The recent upsurge of fresh historical research concerning the
early years of psychoanalysis has left many professional
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I could not succeed in establishing among the members that
friendly relation which should obtain among men doing the same
difficult work, nor could I crush out the quarrels about the
priority of discoveries, for which there were ample
opportunities in those conditions of working. Whitbourne, SK.
For the principle of repressions, Adler never evinced any
understanding.
Forthedreamisonlyanotherformofthinking;theunderstandingofthisform
Rather than engaging in behaviors designed to satisfy our
desires and needs, the ego forces us to fulfill our needs in
ways that are socially acceptable and realistic. The first
task of psychoanalysis was the elucidation of nervous
disorders.
Thetheoryofrepressionisthemainpillaruponwhichreststheedificeofpsy
Inhibitions, Symptoms and Anxiety, Freud characterised how
intrapsychic conflict among drive and superego wishes and
guilt caused anxietyand how that anxiety could lead to an
inhibition of mental functions, such as intellect and speech.
Indeed, they have refused to specify experimental conditions
under which they would give up their basic assumptions.
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